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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

The traditional usage of ARM TrustZone has difficulty on solving the conflicts between the manufacturers that want to minimize the trusted computing base by constraining the installation of third-party applications in the secure world and the third-party application developers who prefer to have the freedom of installing their applications into the secure world. To address this issue, researchers propose to create Isolated Execution Environments (called IEEs) in the normal world to protect the security-sensitive applications. In this paper, we perform a systematic study on the IEE data protection models and the ARM cache attributes, and discover three cache-based attacks called CITM that can be leveraged to manipulate the sensitive data protected in IEEs. Specifically, due to the inefficient and incoherent security measures on the cache that maps to the IEE memory (i.e., memory designated for IEEs), attackers in the normal world may compromise the security of IEE data by manipulating the IEE memory during concurrent execution, bypassing the security measures enforced when a security-sensitive application is suspended or finished, or misusing the incomplete security measures during IEE’s context switching processes. We conduct case studies of CITM attacks on three well-known IEE systems including SANCTUARY, Ginseng, and TrustICE to illustrate the feasibility to exploit them on real hardware testbeds. Finally, we analyze the root causes of the CITM attacks and propose a countermeasure to defeat them. The experimental results show that our defense scheme has a small overhead.
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- Computer systems organization → Architectures.
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\section{INTRODUCTION}

ARM TrustZone has become one popular security technology to protect security-sensitive applications in an isolated trusted execution environment \cite{1}. Many manufacturers enable the TrustZone-based protection on their commercial mobile devices \cite{2, 26, 29, 35}. As a hardware-assisted technology, TrustZone divides platform into two execution environments, namely, the normal world (or non-secure world) and the secure world, where the normal world is responsible for running normal applications over any rich OS and the secure world is preserved to protect security-sensitive code and data.

The traditional usage of TrustZone is to run the security-sensitive applications and store their sensitive data in the secure world, as shown in Figure 1(a). Those solutions are usually called Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) systems, where the security-sensitive applications are implemented as Trusted Applications (TAs) running in the secure world (e.g., SAMSUNG KNOX \cite{26}, OP-TEE \cite{48}, Qualcomm QSEE \cite{29}, and Huawei Secure OS \cite{35}). The TEE solutions rely on built-in hardware supports to enforce a secure isolation and defend against attacks from untrusted rich OS.
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\section{INTRODUCTION}

ARM TrustZone has become one popular security technology to protect security-sensitive applications in an isolated trusted execution environment \cite{1}. Many manufacturers enable the TrustZone-based protection on their commercial mobile devices \cite{2, 26, 29, 35}. As a hardware-assisted technology, TrustZone divides platform into two execution environments, namely, the normal world (or non-secure world) and the secure world, where the normal world is responsible for running normal applications over any rich OS and the secure world is preserved to protect security-sensitive code and data.

The traditional usage of TrustZone is to run the security-sensitive applications and store their sensitive data in the secure world, as shown in Figure 1(a). Those solutions are usually called Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) systems, where the security-sensitive applications are implemented as Trusted Applications (TAs) running in the secure world (e.g., SAMSUNG KNOX \cite{26}, OP-TEE \cite{48}, Qualcomm QSEE \cite{29}, and Huawei Secure OS \cite{35}). The TEE solutions rely on built-in hardware supports to enforce a secure isolation and defend against attacks from untrusted rich OS.
Although the traditional TEE systems can ensure a strict isolation and secure protection of the security-sensitive applications in the secure world, they have difficulty on addressing two conflicting requirements from device manufacturers and third-party security-sensitive application developers. On one side, since the trusted computing base (TCB) of the TEE systems keeps increasing along with the number of applications installed in secure world, the manufacturers are reluctant to open the secure world for freely installing third-party applications. Instead, they prefer to only install their own security-sensitive applications that may have gone through a more strict security assessment. On the other side, more third-party security-sensitive applications expect to be imported into the secure world for an enhanced security protection, which is critical to foster an ecosystem for more third-party application developers to develop their security-sensitive applications for the TEE systems.

To address the above problem in TEE systems, researchers propose to create Isolated Execution Environments (called IEEs) in the normal world [14, 55, 56], as shown in Figure 1(b). The key idea is to use a trusted reference monitor (i.e., the IEE monitor) in the secure world to ensure that only the authorized IEE application (i.e., the security-sensitive application running in the IEE) can access the related IEE sensitive resources, protecting the security-sensitive application in one IEE from other IEEs and the rich OS. For example, TrustICE [55] relies on the IEE monitor to protect IEE memory via dynamically controlling the security attribute of the IEE memory. Ginseng [56] constructs the IEEs to protect secrets of third-party applications in the normal world without deploying any application-specific logic in the secure world. SANCTUARY [14] allocates its IEEs as the per-core environments to protect the memory designated for IEEs (hereinafter referred to as IEE memory) in the normal world from being accessed by any other non-secure cores. In this paper, we use "switch out" to denote the process of one core’s context switching from IEE to untrusted rich OS, and "switch in" to represent the reverse process on each core.

Compared with TEE systems, the IEE systems can minimize the TCB of the secure world by moving security-sensitive applications into the normal world and only installing an IEE monitor in the secure world. Also, IEE systems can achieve a better portability since the security-sensitive applications are installed and executed in the normal world. However, since the security-sensitive applications are isolated and protected by a software component (i.e., the IEE monitor), IEE systems may not achieve the same level of security protection as TEE systems.

In this paper, we conduct a systematic study on the existing IEE data protection models and the ARM cache attributes, and discover three new cache-based attacks called CITM that can be leveraged to manipulate the sensitive data protected in the IEEs (hereinafter referred to as IEE data). First, the attackers may manipulate the IEE data through cross-core cache operation during concurrent execution. On multi-core platforms, it is not secure to only ensure core-wise isolation on the IEE memory to defend against the concurrently running untrusted rich OS [14], since the cache may be still open for the cross-core access and thus manipulated by attackers. Second, when a security-sensitive application is suspended or finished (i.e., during the "switch out" process), the IEE system must conduct several security measures to protect the IEE data from later being accessed by the rich OS [56]. However, the attackers may bypass these security measures by manipulating the non-secure cache mapping to the IEE memory used for the security measures. Third, when the IEE memory protection is achieved by dynamically controlling the security attribute of the memory (e.g., configuring it as non-secure before "switch in" and as secure before "switch out" [55]), due to incomplete security protection on cache, attackers may steal sensitive IEE data during the "switch out" process and tamper with IEE data during the "switch in" process.

We conduct case studies of CITM attacks against three IEE systems including SANCTUARY [14], Ginseng [56], and TrustICE [55]. The experimental results show that attackers may successfully steal and modify IEE data of SANCTUARY system via cross-core L1 cache manipulation during concurrent execution, steal IEE data of Ginseng system through bypassing the security measures enforced during the "switch out" process, and steal and tamper with the IEE data of TrustICE system by manipulating the non-secure cache of IEE memory which is not well protected during the IEE’s context switching processes, respectively. Our case studies show the wide existence of CITM attacks in IEE systems and point out the importance of securely protecting the cache in addition to the main memory for ensuring the security of IEE data.

Finally, we propose a countermeasure to resolve the attacks, whose root causes are the incoherence of security-related attributes between cache and memory and desynchronized read and write operations between cache and memory. The main idea of our solution is to securely configure the cache attributes for the IEE memory and/or clean the cache mapping to the IEE memory during context switching. We develop a prototype of the defense system on the i.mx6Quad development board and the experimental results show that our countermeasure has a small system overhead on the rich OS and security-sensitive applications.

In summary, we make the following contributions.

- We conduct a systematic study of cache attributes and their security implications on IEE systems, and discover new cache-based attacks called CITM.
- We perform case studies of CITM attacks against three recently proposed IEE systems. Our attack prototypes show that the CITM attacks may be misused to steal and tamper with the sensitive data in IEE systems. We point out that it is critical to consider memory and cache together when designing an isolated execution environment.
- We present a countermeasure to mitigate the CITM attacks after identifying the root causes. The prototype shows it can effectively remove CITM attacks from IEE systems with small system overhead.

2 BACKGROUND

We first introduce the ARM TrustZone hardware security extension and then discuss the cache architecture on the ARM processors. We also provide a brief description on three IEE systems including SANCTUARY [14], Ginseng [56], and TrustICE [55].

2.1 ARM TrustZone

TrustZone is a security extension since ARMv6 architecture to provide a hardware-based isolation environment for secure code
execution. The security is achieved by partitioning the resources including processors, memory, and peripherals into one of two worlds, i.e., the secure world and the normal world. As illustrated in Figure 2, normal user applications run on a rich OS in the normal world, and the secure world is preserved for running a small number of trusted applications and a trusted OS.

TrustZone enables the separation of the physical DRAM (main memory) into two partitions, namely, secure memory and non-secure memory. The non-secure memory is accessible to both normal world and secure world, while the secure memory can only be accessed by the secure world. The memory separation is achieved through a hardware peripheral called TrustZone Address Space Controller (TZASC), which can split the entire memory address space into several memory regions. TZASC allows each region to specify its own security attribute as either secure or non-secure. The latest TZASC model TZC-400 [6] introduces a new security-control feature called Identity-based Filtering to separate the non-secure memory regions. In the ARM system, each device (e.g., CPU, GPU, DMA controller etc.) acts as a bus master and is assigned with a unique Non-Secure Access IDentifier (NSAID). TZC-400 can configure one non-secure memory region as only accessible to specific devices based on their NSAIDs, and block other devices’ accesses to this region.

2.2 ARM Cache Architecture

Cache is a component on the processors used for buffering the memory’s data. Most modern ARM processors [7] are equipped with two levels of caches, i.e., level-one (L1) cache and level-two (L2) cache. The L1 cache is further categorized into instruction cache (I-cache) and data cache (D-cache). The L2 cache is unified and holds both instructions and data. Both L1 and L2 caches are organized as N-way Set Associative Cache. Specifically, the entire cache space is divided into N equally-sized pieces, called ways. Further, each way is indexed with k cache lines, and each line serves as the unit of data saved in the cache. Meanwhile, the cache lines from all ways with the same index compose one cache set. To map the memory into cache, the memory is divided into blocks, and each block has the same size as a cache line. The memory’s block i can be loaded into any cache line belonging to the cache set i mod k. The cache lines are mostly Physically Indexed, Physically Tagged (PIPT), i.e., they are indexed through the physical address of the corresponding memory.

The cache hierarchy is divided into two domains, i.e., inner cacheability domain and outer cacheability domain. The inner cacheability domain means the cache equipped inside a specific CPU core (e.g., the L1 cache which is usually exclusively owned by one core), and the outer cacheability domain means the cache equipped outside the CPU cores (e.g., the L2 cache which is usually shared among the cores). Each cacheability domain can be configured using four attributes, i.e., non-cacheable, write-back, write-through, and write-allocate, which define the caching behavior of the memory accessing operations. And the attributes are configured at the granularity of memory page. When a memory page is configured as non-cacheable for a cacheability domain, any reading and writing operation on the memory page will not go through that cacheability domain. Correspondingly, the memory page is cacheable for the cacheability domain when it is configured as write-through or write-back. The write-through attribute additionally means to forward any writing on the current level cache immediately to the next level storage. For example, writing on the L1 cache will be forwarded to L2 cache, and L2 cache will be forwarded to main memory. In contrast, the write-back attribute means the changes are only buffered in the current level cache, and the next level storage can only be updated when the cache eviction happens. When a cache miss happens for a write transaction, if the cacheability domain is set with the write-allocate attribute, a new cache line will be allocated to save the write result. Otherwise, the cache-missed write will make modifications to the next level storage. In the following, when both the inner cacheability domain and the outer cacheability domain are set with the same attributes, we omit the cacheability domain attribute for brevity. For example, we use write-back, write-allocate to represent inner write-back write-allocate, outer write-back write-allocate.

Besides the settings of caching attributes, ARM cache’s status are also affected by other maintenance operations, such as invalidation and cleaning instructions. When the invalidation instruction is executed, it directly invalids the data saved in the cache. And the cleaning instruction forwards the contents of the target cache to the next level cache or main memory. For ARM processors with TrustZone support, caches in all levels are extended with an additional tag bit (i.e., the NS-bit in Figure 2) to record their security state. When accessing memory from normal world, the corresponding cache lines will be set as non-secure; when accessing memory from secure world, the corresponding cache lines will be set as secure. In addition, the cache line’s NS-bit is set automatically by the hardware and cannot be modified by the software.

2.3 IEE Systems

The IEE system aims to construct an isolated execution environment (i.e., IEE) in the normal world through a trusted IEE monitor in the secure world, as illustrated in Figure 1. The security-sensitive application running inside the IEE could be a code snippet, a function,
We first abstract two generic data protection models in IEE systems. Two generic data protection models have been adopted to protect the IEE data in two scenarios, namely, (i) allowing untrusted procedures to run concurrently with one security-sensitive application in the normal world and (ii) suspending all untrusted procedures when a security-sensitive application is running in the normal world.

Model 1: Untrusted procedures are allowed to run concurrently with a security-sensitive application on two (or more) different cores in the normal world. On multi-core platforms, when the security-sensitive application is running on one core in the normal world, untrusted procedures (e.g., the untrusted rich OS) may run concurrently on different cores [14] and/or run on the same core in a time-sharing manner [56]. Such IEE systems usually have three security measures in place to protect its sensitive data. First, the core-isolated storage (e.g., memory allocated for one core and inaccessible to the other cores [14], or the on-core storage like registers [56]) is allocated for each security-sensitive application to process its sensitive data during concurrent execution. Second, when the execution of a security-sensitive application is suspended or finished, all its sensitive data is protected against untrusted procedures by cleaning the core-isolated storage [14] during the "switch out" process. Third, when the execution of a security-sensitive application is resumed or started, the IEE monitor is responsible for restoring the core-isolated storage [56] or allocating blank core-isolated storage [14] during the "switch in" process.

Model 2: Untrusted procedures are NOT allowed to run concurrently with security-sensitive applications in the normal world. On single-core platforms, when one security-sensitive application is running in the normal world, all untrusted procedures are always suspended [55]. On multi-core platforms, all untrusted procedures are suspended by the IEE monitor even if there are cores available [23]. Since all cores can only run either the security-sensitive application or the untrusted procedure at any time in the normal world, there is no need to allocate core-isolated storage. Meanwhile, it still requires to enforce the security measures that should be performed during the IEE’s context switching processes. Besides the security measures introduced in model 1, when concurrently running is not allowed, the protection could also be achieved through configuring the IEE memory as inaccessible to the normal world [55] during the "switch out" process, and restoring it as accessible to the normal world [55] during the "switch in" process.

4 CITM ATTACKS

We first abstract two generic data protection models in IEE systems. Next, we uncover three types of cache-based CITM attacks that can compromise the security of the IEE data against these two data protection models. Also, we introduce the cache lockdown technique which is frequently leveraged in the CITM attacks.

3 THREAT MODEL

In this paper, we focus on investigating the attacks against the sensitive data in Isolated Execution Environments (IEEs), as illustrated in Figure 1(b). We assume the rich OS in the normal world cannot be trusted, and the attacker with the root privilege aims to break the confidentiality and integrity of the sensitive data in the IEE, i.e., stealing and tampering with the sensitive data in the IEE. We assume the ARM TrustZone technique can be trusted to provide secure isolation between the normal world and the secure world. The software running inside the secure world (e.g., the IEE monitor) can be trusted and cannot be compromised by the rich OS. We assume the security-sensitive application running in the IEE will not deliberately disclose its sensitive data to the outside, and its code is well protected by the IEE monitor.

4.1 IEE Data Protection

Two generic data protection models have been adopted to protect the IEE data in two scenarios, namely, (i) allowing untrusted procedures to run concurrently with one security-sensitive application in the normal world and (ii) suspending all untrusted procedures when a security-sensitive application is running in the normal world.

Model 1: Untrusted procedures are allowed to run concurrently with a security-sensitive application on two (or more) different cores in the normal world. On multi-core platforms, when the security-sensitive application is running on one core in the normal world, untrusted procedures (e.g., the untrusted rich OS) may run concurrently on different cores [14] and/or run on the same core in a time-sharing manner [56]. Such IEE systems usually have three security measures in place to protect its sensitive data. First, the core-isolated storage (e.g., memory allocated for one core and inaccessible to the other cores [14], or the on-core storage like registers [56]) is allocated for each security-sensitive application to process its sensitive data during concurrent execution. Second, when the execution of a security-sensitive application is suspended or finished, all its sensitive data is protected against untrusted procedures by cleaning the core-isolated storage [14] during the "switch out" process. Third, when the execution of a security-sensitive application is resumed or started, the IEE monitor is responsible for restoring the core-isolated storage [56] or allocating blank core-isolated storage [14] during the "switch in" process.

Model 2: Untrusted procedures are NOT allowed to run concurrently with security-sensitive applications in the normal world. On single-core platforms, when one security-sensitive application is running in the normal world, all untrusted procedures are always suspended [55]. On multi-core platforms, all untrusted procedures are suspended by the IEE monitor even if there are cores available [23]. Since all cores can only run either the security-sensitive application or the untrusted procedure at any time in the normal world, there is no need to allocate core-isolated storage. Meanwhile, it still requires to enforce the security measures that should be performed during the IEE’s context switching processes. Besides the security measures introduced in model 1, when concurrently running is not allowed, the protection could also be achieved through configuring the IEE memory as inaccessible to the normal world [55] during the "switch out" process, and restoring it as accessible to the normal world [55] during the "switch in" process.

4.2 CITM Attack Types

Existing IEE systems focus more on protecting the memory, but the security of cache in IEE systems has not been well studied. After conducting a comprehensive investigation of the cache features on the ARM platforms, we find both data protection models enforced in the IEE systems might be compromised via manipulating the cache in the normal world by the untrusted rich OS. From the attacker’s point of view, the two IEE data protection models could be defeated from two main directions, i.e., manipulating the core-isolated memory during concurrent execution and tampering with the context switching of the IEE. In the following, we introduce three types of CITM attacks identified on the IEE systems.
Type I. Manipulating core-isolated memory during concurrent execution.

In multi-core systems, when main memory is used as the core-isolated storage for the security-sensitive application, the concurrently running malicious OS may steal or modify the IEE data in the core-isolated memory by manipulating the cache in the normal world. When the core-isolated memory is set as cacheable, the IEE data in the memory will pass through the cache when the memory is accessed. Since the memory is accessed by the security-sensitive application in the normal world, the corresponding cache lines are tagged as non-secure (see Section 2.2) and may be manipulated by the untrusted rich OS. For example, by crafting a page table entry with the physical address pointing to a core-isolated memory page, the malicious OS could manipulate its cache lines through accessing the corresponding virtual address. As an example, we illustrate how the IEE data in SANCTUARY [14] might be compromised by the concurrently running malicious OS through manipulating cache in Section 5.1. Note modern ARM platforms provide hardware features to ensure memory isolation, but they lack similar features to ensure cache isolation. For example, the Identity-based Filtering feature on the TZC-400 (see Section 2.1) can be used to isolate memory, but it does not guarantee the isolation of cache.

Type II. Bypassing security measures during IEE "switch out" process.

The attackers may aim to bypass the security measures that are enforced to ensure data protection during IEE’s context switching processes. Since the rich OS cannot be trusted, the security measures during the "switch in" process are always initiated and accomplished by the trusted IEE monitor in the secure world. Therefore, since the associated cache lines are tagged as secure and could not be manipulated in the normal world, it is difficult to bypass those security measures by manipulating the cache lines. For security reason, the security measures enforced during "switch out" process should be performed either by the IEE itself in the normal world or the IEE monitor in the secure world. However, we uncover the security measures could be bypassed in both cases.

When the security measures are performed by the IEE in the normal world, data cleaning could be achieved through overwriting the IEE memory with random data or all zero data if memory is leveraged to store IEE data. Since the memory cleaning is performed in the normal world, the corresponding cache lines are non-secure. Thus, it is possible to constrain the memory writings in the cache and retain the memory unchanged by controlling the non-secure cache. For example, when the memory is set as write-back, write-allocate, all memory writing will be buffered in the corresponding cache set until the cache set is evicted (see Section 2.2). The attackers can leverage the cache lockdown technique (see Section 4.3) to prevent the cache eviction, so that the sensitive data on IEE memory might not be securely cleaned after the security-sensitive application has been suspended or finished.

When the security measures are performed by the IEE monitor in the secure world, the IEE should be able to directly transfer the control to the IEE monitor in the secure world without involving the rich OS. Otherwise, the attacker may manipulate the cross-world context switching to bypass the security measures. However, the context switching from the normal world to the secure world is normally initiated by invoking a high-privileged instruction called Secure Monitor Call (SMC) in the rich OS kernel. When the security-sensitive application is a function or an application [56], the SMC instruction cannot be directly invoked inside the IEE. To solve this problem, some IEE systems choose to trigger the context switching by raising an external abort in the secure world via intentionally accessing secure memory from the security-sensitive application. However, since the cache lines mapping to the secure memory are non-secure when being accessed in the normal world, the malicious rich OS may manipulate the corresponding cache lines to bypass the control switching and the security measures (e.g., IEE data cleaning). We show how the security measures during the "switch out" process in the Ginseng system [56] can be bypassed via controlling the non-secure cache in Section 5.2.

Type III. Misusing incomplete security measures during IEE’s context switching.

In some IEE systems, the memory protection during context switching is achieved by dynamically controlling the security attribute of the IEE memory, i.e., configuring it as non-secure during "switch in" and secure during "switch out". In those systems, even if the security measures during context switching are securely enforced, the cache may still be misused by attackers to manipulate the IEE data. This is because the memory configuration is achieved through TZASC (see Section 2.1), but the corresponding cache lines might be still non-secure in the normal world. Therefore, inappropriate cache cleaning during "switch out" might lead to IEE data leakage. Similar, malicious data might be loaded into the cache before "switch in" and later be fed to the security-sensitive application rather than the original sensitive data in the IEE memory. Note Type III attack is due to the incomplete security measures on cache, which is different from Type II attack that focuses on bypassing the existing security measures during context switching. We illustrate how TrustICE [55] system becomes vulnerable by manipulating cache during the "switch in” and "switch out” processes.

In summary, when the IEE systems use Model 1 for data protection, they may suffer from all three identified attacks. When using Model 2, the IEE systems are vulnerable to Type II and III attacks, but not Type I attack since the concurrently running is not allowed. Also, Type I and III attacks work only when memory is employed to store IEE data, and Type II attack has this requirement only when the security measures for "switch out” process are performed in IEEs.
4.3 Cache Lockdown Technique

Cache lockdown is a feature that enables a program to load code and data into cache and mark it as exempt from eviction [52]. The main purpose of locking the code or data in cache is to provide faster system response and avoid the unpredictable execution times due to the cache line eviction. Attackers may misuse this technique to launch the CITM attacks, e.g., locking the writing operation for memory in the cache to invalidate the memory-cleaning operations.

Three approaches may be adopted to achieve cache lockdown. First, some ARM development boards (e.g., i.MX53 and i.MX6Quad development boards) allow the users to lock certain L2 cache sets by configuring the L2 auxiliary cache control register [59]. However, this hardware-based locking control register is not supported on ARMv8 processors. Second, by setting the memory regions controlled by the attackers as outer cacheable and all other memory regions as outer non-cacheable, attackers can exclusively occupy the L2 cache. This method may introduce huge performance overhead on the normal execution of the system due to the exclusive usage of L2 cache. Third, attackers may exclusively occupy some L2 cache sets by conducting a fine-grained control on each memory page’s caching attributes. Specifically, since the caching attributes are set at the granularity of memory page, we divide each cache way into page-sized blocks. Blocks with the same index compose a page cache set (see the cache lines marked gray in Figure 3). To lock the data of a specified memory page on the L2 cache, attackers can configure that memory page as outer cacheable, and set all other memory pages sharing the same page cache as outer non-cacheable. For example, in Figure 3, when page 1 and page 6 share the same page cache set, attackers can lock the data of page 1 on the L2 cache by setting page 1 as outer cacheable and page 6 as outer non-cacheable. This technique has been leveraged in the SecTEE [61] system to prevent cache-based side-channel attacks. Considering the small size of L1 cache, we choose to lock only L2 cache using the third method in our attacks.

5 CASE STUDY OF CITM ATTACKS

We conduct case studies of the CITM attacks on three well-known IEE systems including SANCTUARY [14], Ginseng [56], and TrustICE [55] to illustrate how they could be utilized to compromise IEE systems on real hardware testbeds. Since SANCTUARY system is achieved through the ARM Fast Models virtualization tools rather than on the actual development board, we simulate the cache operations of SANCTUARY on the i.MX6Quad development board, and successfully steal and modify the sensitive IEE data via the cross-core L1 cache manipulation. The cache operations of SANCTUARY are mainly obtained through carefully studying the published paper [14]. The CITM attacks of the Ginseng and TrustICE systems are implemented with the source codes shared from their authors on two real hardware development boards, namely, HiKey620 and i.MX6Quad SABRE.

5.1 SANCTUARY: Manipulating L1 Cache

In the following, we first introduce the security measures of SANCTUARY on IEE data protection. Next, we elaborate that SANCTUARY suffers from Type I Attack due to the lack of protection on the L1 data cache at the run time of an IEE. Then, we detail the attacking procedure that can leak and tamper with sensitive data in IEE of the SANCTUARY system.

5.1.1 Data Protection Mechanisms. SANCTUARY includes a number of data protection mechanisms to protect the sensitive data in IEE. When the IEE finishes its running (i.e., during the "switch out" process), the sensitive data will be cleaned by the micro kernel running inside the IEE, which overwrites all-zero data to the protected core-isolated memory and invalidate the L1 cache (L2 cache is disabled for the core-isolated memory in SANCTUARY). Before booting up one IEE (i.e., during the "switch in" process), the IEE monitor in the secure world constructs a clean environment for the IEE. In addition, the micro kernel invalidates the L1 cache before the sensitive apps are loaded. Therefore, SANCTUARY is immune to Type III attack, since the core-isolated memory and L1 cache are safely cleaned by the micro kernel during both "switch in" and "switch out" processes and L2 cache is disabled. Also, SANCTUARY is immune to Type II attack, since the data cleaning operation is accomplished by the micro kernel running inside IEE. To bypass the data cleaning operation, the attackers should lock the memory overwriting on the L1 cache (i.e., preventing the data on L1 cache from being evicted to memory). However, the eviction actions of the L1 cache are determined by the memory operations on that core and the core-isolated memory pages’ cache attributes. The attackers cannot control the eviction by manipulating another core. In addition, the cache attributes of the core-isolated memory are controlled and protected by the micro kernel running in the IEE.

SANCTUARY defends against the concurrently running malicious OS by protecting both memory and L2 cache. It allocates core-isolated memory for each IEE. The memory isolation is achieved through the Identity-based Filtering feature (see Section 2.1). Particularly, it assigns each core with a unique Non-Secure Access IDentifier (NSAID), and allocates isolated memory regions for each NSAID by configuring TZC-400. Since existing ARM platforms do not support to assign the NSAID at the granularity of CPU core, i.e., all the CPU cores share the same NSAID, the memory isolation is achieved through the ARM Fast Models virtualization tools rather than on the actual development board. Protection of the L2 cache is achieved by configuring the protected memory region as outer non-cacheable. Thus, the sensitive data do not pass through the L2 cache, which is usually shared among all cores on the ARM mobile devices. Since the L1 cache locates inside each core and cannot be directly accessed from the other cores, SANCTUARY provides no extra protection on L1 cache during concurrent execution. However, we identify one Type I attack in SANCTUARY by manipulating the L1 data cache on a different core.

5.1.2 Type I Attack in SANCTUARY. After investigating the cache features on the ARM platform, we discover a cache attribute named shareability that can be configured to read/write one core’s L1 data cache via operating another core’s L1 data cache [5] 1. The shareability attribute defines the range of the cache to be ensured of value coherency. There are two types of shareability domain, i.e., the inner shareability domain and the outer shareability domain. The former ensures the value coherence among the cores inside one cluster, and the later ensures the value coherence among the cores

1The shareability attribute works only for L1 data cache, but not L1 instruction cache.
in all clusters. When the ARM platforms have more than one group of cores, each group represents a cluster. For instance, the Juno r2 development board is equipped with two clusters, one cluster with a quad-core Cortex-A53 processor and another cluster with a dual-core Cortex-A72 processor [9].

Since value coherency is naturally ensured on the single-core platforms, the shareability attribute is only configurable on the multi-core platforms [8]. It only works when the processors run in the Symmetric Multi-Processing (SMP) mode [8], which is set by default on most multi-core platforms. When the shareability attribute is set, the value coherency can be ensured by the Snoop Control Unit (SCU), which contains buffers that handle direct cache-to-cache transfers between cores [7]. If the value on one core's L1 data cache is modified, SCU synchronizes the changes to the L1 data cache of other same-cluster cores if the corresponding memory page is set as inner shareable. The changes will be synchronized to all other cores if the memory page is set as outer shareable [8]. For security reason, the data on non-secure cache will not be synchronized to secure cache, and vice versa.

We conduct a series of experiments to better understand the impacts of the shareability attribute on the non-secure L1 data cache [5] (see Appendix A). The results show that the data on one core’s L1 data cache could be leaked out to and tampered by another core, when both cores run in the normal world (it ensures the corresponding cache lines to be non-secure) and access the same physical memory address with that memory page’s cache attribute set as inner shareable or outer shareable for both cores. The cache attribute is configured separately for each core since it is configured in the page tables, and each core has its own set of page tables. In contrast, data on one core’s L1 data cache could not be leaked out to and tampered by another core, when the corresponding memory is set as non-shareable (i.e., inner & outer non-shareable) for that core.

5.1.3 Attacking Procedure. We simulate the cache operations of Sanctuary on the iMX6Quad SABRE development board. As illustrated in Figure 4, core_0 and core_1 are running in the normal world, and core_2 is running in the secure world. The security-sensitive application is running on core_0, and the untrusted rich OS is running on core_1. The Static Trusted App (i.e., the IEE monitor in SANCTUARY) runs on core_2, and it configures the TZC-400 to allocate an isolated memory region for core_0 and disable the usage of L2 cache for core_0. Though the memory region assigned to core_0 is non-secure memory, it is protected by the Static Trusted App to block the access from core_1. The L1 cache lines accessed by core_0 are non-secure cache, since they are accessed in the normal world. According to our experimental results listed in Appendix A, it is possible to affect one core’s L1 data cache by manipulating another core’s L1 data cache, when both caches are non-secure. Therefore, the sensitive data in core_0’s L1 data cache might be stolen or modified through controlling core_1’s L1 data cache.

In Linux kernel, all the cacheable memory is by default set as shareable (inner or outer shareable). According to the description in the paper [14], the SANCTUARY system prevents the cache based attacks by invalidating the L1 cache during the IEE context switching processes and changing the cachability attribute of the core-isolated IEE memory to be inner cachable, outer non-cacheable during the runtime of an IEE. Since the shareability attribute is not configured, the protected memory will be by default set as shareable. Therefore, we can read and write the sensitive data residing in the L1 data cache during the concurrent execution (i.e., when an IEE is running currently with the untrusted rich OS) by leveraging the shareability attribute. As illustrated by the red lines in Figure 4, we first craft a page table entry for core_1, configuring the memory page’s cache attributes as shareable and making its physical address point to a memory page of core_0 (i.e., a memory page protected by SANCTUARY). Then, when we access the corresponding virtual address on core_1, sensitive data in core_0’s L1 data cache could be stolen or modified due to the value coherency ensured by the shareability attribute.

In the above attacking procedure, we need to identify physical addresses of IEE memory (i.e., memory allocated for core_1). Since the page tables associated with the IEE memory is maintained in the IEE, the attackers cannot directly obtain its physical address range. However, the entire physical memory is divided into three parts, i.e., IEE memory, TEE memory (memory allocated for the secure world), and unprotected memory (memory allocated for the untrusted rich OS). The address range of the unprotected memory is naturally known to the malicious rich OS. The remaining two memory regions can be distinguished since the cache corresponding to IEE memory is non-secure while the cache of TEE memory is secure. Though reading the TEE memory will always return zero or generate an exception (depending on the configuration of TZASC), reading of IEE memory can obtain real data when the memory data is buffered in the cache. Therefore, we can identify the IEE memory through probing the memory region apart from the unprotected memory. Since the size of cache is normally smaller than IEE memory, we may need to probe several times to identify the entire IEE address range. The probing times depend on the size of IEE and TEE memory, the time duration of IEE data in L1 data cache, etc.

Note since the cache shareability attribute is not well-known and never mentioned in SANCTUARY paper [14], when other developers follow the paper for reimplementation, there is a high probability that their systems are prone to the same problem.
5.2 Ginseng: Mapping to Non-Secure Cache

As described in Section 2.3, Ginseng is an IEE system that protects the sensitive data by storing and processing them in registers. As such, Ginseng is immune to the Type I attack. Also, since the contents in registers do not pass through cache, it is immune to the Type III attack too. However, we discover that Ginseng suffers from the Type II attack. Ginseng relies on the TEE monitor running in the secure world to perform the data cleaning operations during the "switch out" process. Since the rich OS cannot be trusted, the control flow is transferred directly from the IEE to the TEE monitor by accessing the secure memory in the IEE in order to trigger a secure interrupt. However, by manipulating the non-secure cache (that maps to the secure memory) in the normal world, the attackers can block the control flow switching from the IEE to the TEE monitor and thus bypass the data cleaning operations.

Listing 1: A Sample Program Protected by Ginseng

```c
/*sensitive function*/
int genCode(sensitive long key_top,
            sensitive long key_bottom) {
    // operations for insensitive data
    ...
    // invoke sensitive function
    hmac_sha1(key_top, //sensitive data
              key_bottom,  //sensitive data
              challenge,  //insensitive data
              resultFull); //insensitive data
    // truncate 20-byte hmac_sha1() result to 4-byte
    truncatedHash = truncatedHash;
    ...
    // invoke insensitive function
    printf("OTP: %06d\n", truncatedHash);
    return truncatedHash;
}

/*sensitive function*/
void run(){
    // mark the protected data as sensitive
    sensitive long key_top, key_bottom;
    // read keys from TEE secure world
    ss_read(UUID1, UUID2, key_top);
    ss_read(UUID3, UUID4, key_bottom);
    // invoke sensitive function
    ss_start();
    genCode(key_top, key_bottom);
    }
```

5.2.1 Data Protection Mechanisms. We illustrate the working flow of Ginseng system through a sample program shown in Listing 1. The program is to perform a hmac_sha1 operation based on two keys obtained from the secure world. Specifically, two local variables are marked to be protected as sensitive, i.e., key_top and key_bottom (line 21). Ginseng provides a compiler to perform static taint analysis for identifying all variables that may carry sensitive data and allocating them in the registers. The functions involving sensitive data are identified as sensitive functions, and will undergo code integrity check before being executed. In this example, the functions run() (line 19), genCode() (lines 2 and 26), and hmac_sha1 (line 7) are sensitive functions. Function printf() (line 14) is an insensitive function, whose code integrity is not guaranteed. All sensitive data associated operations are executed in the registers instead of in the memory.

To defend against malicious kernel, Ginseng introduces six secure API functions to transfer the control flow directly from user space of the normal world to GService (i.e., the IEE monitor in Ginseng). Two of the secure API functions are provided for the programs to securely interact with GService i.e., ss_write() and ss_read(). Another four secure API functions will be inserted to the program automatically by the compiler. The ss_saveCleanV() and ss_readV() are two secure API functions inserted before and after each function invocation inside the sensitive functions, where the former is responsible for encrypting the sensitive data, storing the encrypted data in memory, and cleaning the corresponding registers, and the later takes charge of decrypting the sensitive data and restoring them into registers. For example, the ss_saveCleanV() and ss_readV() will be inserted before and after the printf() function (line 14) inside genCode(). Another two secure API functions ss_start() and ss_exit() are inserted at the begin and end of each sensitive function to conduct preparation work (e.g., performing code integrity check for the sensitive function) and clean all sensitive registers to prevent data leakage, respectively.

Before ‘switching out’ of the IEEs, Ginseng achieves a cross-world context switching directly from the IEEs that run in the user space of the normal world to the GService that runs in the secure world, and performs the security-sensitive operations (e.g., encrypting the sensitive data, cleaning the sensitive registers etc.) in the GService. The normal way to trigger the cross-world context switching is invoking the high privileged SMC instruction from kernel space. However, the approach is not applicable in Ginseng, since its IEEs run in the user space and are not able to invoke the SMC instruction. Ginseng resolves the problem by triggering a security violation in the IEEs. Specifically, each secure API function is assigned a unique secure memory by configuring TZASC. Then, the invocation of a secure API function will trigger a security violation since it attempts to access secure memory from the normal world. By default, the processor raises an external abort (EA) in the normal world when handling the violation. To raise the EA in the secure world, GService sets the external abort bit of the Secure Configuration Register, so that GService can obtain the EA and handle the requests sent by secure APIs without the attendance of the malicious kernel.

5.2.2 Type II Attack in Ginseng. However, this triggering solution could be manipulated since the cache lines corresponding to the secure memory are non-secure. We use the secure API ss_saveCleanV() as an example to illustrate the problem (lines 11 to 19 in Listing 2 are the implementation of ss_saveCleanV() in Ginseng). It first loads the address of __channel_save_clean (the secure memory assigned to ss_saveCleanV()) into register x4 (line 16). Then it loads the data from the secure memory located at x4 to the register x0 (line 18). Figure 5 illustrates the detailed execution flow. (1) When the "secure memory loading" instruction (i.e., line 18) is executed, the processor tries to load data from cache. (2) The cache fetches data from secure memory due to cache miss. (1) An external abort is raised since accessing secure memory from normal
Figure 5: CITM Attack on Ginseng

Listing 2: Exploiting the Cache of Secure Memory

```c
/* Attack preparation: fill in the corresponding cache in advance*/
writeSM:
    /* __channel_save_clean:
       virtual address of the secure memory assigned to ss_saveCleanV*/
    ldr x4, =__channel_save_clean
    /* store data to secure memory */
    str x8, [x4]
    ret
/*Implementation of the secure API ss_saveCleanV in Ginseng*/
ss_saveCleanV:
    /* __channel_save_clean:
       virtual address of the secure memory assigned to ss_saveCleanV*/
    ldr x4, =__channel_save_clean
    /* load data from secure memory */
    ldr x8, [x4]
    ret
```

The secure memory before step ① is executed. Then, when the processor tries to load data from cache through the "secure memory loading" instruction (i.e., step ③), it encounters a cache hit rather than cache miss. As such, the step ③ will be executed while the normal execution of steps ②, ①, ④ and ⑤ are blocked. Finally, in step ⑤, the insensitive function insensitive_func() could be manipulated to read the uncleaned sensitive registers, since it is executed on the same core as the sensitive function and is not protected through code integrity check. For example, we can change the control flow of printf() (an insensitive function invoked by the sensitive function genCode() in Listing 1) through modifying the libc.so library. Since the clean process is interrupted unnoticeably, the function insensitive_func() can read the sensitive data (e.g., keys) from the registers.

The writeSM function in Listing 2 is used to accomplish step ⑥, i.e., writing data to the cache of __channel_save_clean (the secure memory assigned to ss_saveCleanV()). First, the virtual address of __channel_save_clean (line 6) is loaded into register x4. Since the protected program’s (e.g., the hmac_sha1 program in Listing 1) page tables including the virtual address of __channel_save_clean are maintained in rich OS kernel, it could be obtained by the attackers. For security reason, Ginseng hooks all page table update operations and ensures the page tables are read-only to rich OS kernel. Then, data of register x8 is stored to the secure memory located at x4 (line 8). The data will be first written to the cache of the secure memory __channel_save_clean. Since the secure memory is set as write-back, write-allocate in the Ginseng system, the data is buffered in cache and will only be evicted to memory when the cache set is full. We leverage the cache lockdown technique introduced in Section 4.3 to prevent the cache eviction, i.e., we set the memory pages sharing the same page cache set with the secure memory __channel_save_clean as outer non-cacheable. Since some data is locked in advance in the cache lines mapping to the secure memory __channel_save_clean, memory access in step ④ will encounter a cache hit and avoid the data fetching from secure memory (i.e., step ⑤). Then, no security violation will be triggered, neither does the cross-world context switch. As such, by invoking the writeSM function before ss_saveCleanV() is executed, we can successfully bypass the context switching from IEEs to the GService and the data protection conducted in GService. The secure API function ss_exit() for cleaning the sensitive registers at the end of each sensitive function could be attacked similarly.

5.3 TrustICE: Incomplete Cache Cleaning

In the following, we first illustrate data protection mechanisms in TrustICE. Next, we point out that TrustICE suffers from Type III attack due to incomplete cache cleaning during the context switching processes. Then, we detail the attacking procedure.

5.3.1 Data Protection Mechanisms. TrustICE statically divides the entire physical memory into three separated regions for the rich OS in the normal world, the IEEs in the normal world, and a Trusted Domain Controller (i.e., the IEE monitor in TrustICE) in the secure world, respectively. Sensitive data protection is achieved by dynamically configuring the security attribute of IEE memory. The IEE memory is set as secure by the Trusted Domain Controller when
the system boots up. Before launching a new IEE, the Trusted Domain Controller allocates it a memory region from the IEE memory and sets the memory region as non-secure. When the IEE finishes, the micro kernel inside it transfers the control flow directly to the secure world by invoking the SMC instruction. The Trusted Domain Controller then configures the corresponding IEE memory region as secure, before transferring the control back to the rich OS.

5.3.2 Type III Attack in TrustICE. Since TrustICE follows Model 2 to achieve data protection, it is immune to Type I attack. The IEE memory is set as secure when the malicious OS is running and set as non-secure when the security-sensitive application is executing. The data protection during the "switch out" process is achieved by dynamically setting the associated memory as secure. It cannot be bypassed, since it is enforced in the secure world and the control flow is transferred directly from micro kernel in IEE to the secure world by invoking the SMC instruction. As such, the IEE system is immune to Type II attack. However, although the IEE memory is protected during the context switching processes, the corresponding cache is non-secure and not cleaned correctly. Therefore, the attackers could leverage Type III attack to compromise the security of sensitive data.

5.3.3 Attacking Procedure. We implement a TrustICE prototype on the i.MX6Quad SABRE development board. Since i.MX6Quad is a multi-core platform, we suspend all the other cores when an IEE is running. Particularly, before booting up an IEE, the Trusted Domain Controller sends to the other non-secure cores (except the core allocated to the IEE) an inter-core interrupt, which is configured as a secure interrupt. The cores switch to the monitor mode when receiving the secure interrupt, and thus the procedures running on them are suspended.
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Figure 6: CITM Attack on TrustICE

The attacking procedure is as follows. As depicted in Figure 6(a), we craft a page table entry in the normal world, where its physical address is pointed to an IEE memory page (the address range of IEE memory can be obtained as described in Section 5.1.3) and its cache attributes are set as write-back, write-allocate. Although the IEE memory page is configured as secure during the "switch out" process, we can still access the sensitive data residing in the corresponding cache lines that are non-secure, since TrustICE does not clean the data in cache lines. During the "switch in" process, the rich OS can write malicious data to the cache lines corresponding to the IEE memory page and lock the data in cache lines using the cache lockdown technique depicted in Section 4.3. Then, when the IEE is executing, it will first read the malicious data residing in the cache lines rather than the legal data in the IEE memory page, as shown in Figure 6(b).

6 COUNTERMEASURE

Intuitively, the most straightforward defense strategy is completely disabling the cache for all IEE memory. However, it is impractical due to the huge performance overhead without using cache. Based on the analysis of the root causes of CITM attacks, we propose to prevent them by correctly configuring the cache attributes of IEE memory and/or cleaning cache of the IEE memory during context switching. Experiments show that our countermeasure has a small overhead over both rich OS and the security-sensitive applications.

6.1 Defense Approaches

We observe that one main reason for all CITM attacks is the incoherence between two levels of memory architecture, cache and main memory. Thus, our defense focuses on removing those incoherences. First, the memory isolation does not automatically guarantee the cache isolation, and it is the root cause of Type I attack. Particularly, when a memory region is isolated for a dedicated core via the identity-based filtering feature of the TZC-400 in SANCTUARY [14], the data of corresponding L1 cache may still be shared among the cores. Thus, we can eliminate Type I attack by configuring the cache attributes as outer non-cacheable, non-shareable (i.e., innerركة non-shareable) for the core-isolated memory.

Second, the main reason for Type II attack is that the reading and writing operations are not synchronized between memory and cache. For instance, the cross-world switching in Ginseng [56] is bypassed by constraining the reading and writing of the secure memory in the cache. After preloading and locking malicious data in the cache corresponding to the secure memory in advance, the future reading of secure memory inside the IEE will hit the preloaded malicious cache. We can defeat Type II attack through synchronizing the reading and writing operations between memory and cache. Specifically, cache attributes of the IEE memory (e.g., the secure memory in the Ginseng system) should always be configured as write-through, non write-allocate. As such, the reading and writing operations will not be constrained in the cache.

Third, the memory region is configured as secure or non-secure through TZASC, but the security attribute of a cache line is determined by the status of the core who accesses it. In other words, the cache lines are automatically identified as non-secure if being accessed by a core running in the normal world, and identified as secure if being accessed by a core running in the secure world. This is the main reason for Type III attack. For example, the CITM
attack on TrustICE (see Section 5.3) is achieved by reading the IEE memory’s non-secure cache after “switch out”, and writing and locking malicious data on the non-secure cache before “switch in”. We can defeat Type III attack by cleaning the cache lines during both “switch in” and “switch out” processes, so that attackers could not read residual sensitive data or retain malicious data in the cache.

In summary, the three CITM attacks identified in this paper could be eliminated through (i) configuring the cache attributes of the IEE memory as *inner write-through non write-allocate, outer non-cacheable, non-shareable* and (ii) cleaning the cache of IEE memory during context switching. The approach to enforce the cache attributes varies on different IEE systems. When the IEE memory’s page tables are maintained in the IEEs (e.g., SANCTUARY [14]), correct cache attributes could be enforced by the security-sensitive applications running inside the IEEs. When the IEE memory’s page tables are constructed in the secure world (e.g., TrustICE [55]), the enforcement of the cache attributes could be achieved by the IEE monitor. When the IEE memory’s page tables are maintained in the malicious OS (e.g., Ginseng [56]), all page table update operations of the malicious OS should be interposed and forwarded to the IEE monitor, which then enforces the cache attributes correctly configured. Particularly, we block the direct manipulation from malicious kernel by setting the IEE memory’s page tables and the kernel-privileged codes as read-only to the kernel. Then, we replace all instructions in the kernel codes for updating the page table entries and the related registers, making them trap into the secure world and undergo security checking (i.e., the cache attributes of the critical memory are correctly configured) before being executed. Finally, we configure the system to set the Privileged Execute Never (PXN) attribute by default on any newly allocated pages, so that no executable kernel-privileged instructions can be inserted when the system is running. The cache cleaning could be achieved via invoking the invalidation and cleaning instructions inside the IEE. Particularly, we could directly clean the cache during the “switch in” process by invoking the invalidation instruction. To prevent the loss of data during the “switch out” process, we could first invoke the cleaning instruction to synchronize data from cache to memory and then invoke the invalidation instruction to clean the cache.

**6.2 Defense Overhead**

We implement a prototype of our countermeasure solution on the i.MX6Quad SABRE development board, which is equipped with a quad-core ARM Cortex-A9 processor running at 1.2GHz with 1GB DDR3 SDRAM. Then, we evaluate the system overhead introduced by our defense. To minimize the noise in the experiments, we run each test with 1,000 iterations and report the average.

We first explore the overhead on security-sensitive applications due to the enforced cache attributes. Particularly, we run an AES encryption application in one IEE, and evaluate its execution time when the memory is configured with different cache attributes. The experimental results show that our defense system (i.e., with the cache attributes set as *non-shareable, inner write-through non write-allocate, outer non-cacheable*) introduces around 90% overhead comparing to the default setting (i.e., with the cache attributes set as *shareable, inner write-back write-allocate, outer write-back write-allocate*), and it is mainly caused by disabling L2 cache. We also observe that for the IEE systems that disable the L2 cache for protection (e.g., SANCTUARY), our defense system only introduces negligible additional overhead. Also, we evaluate the overhead on the rich OS introduced by the additional cross-domain context switches enforced on each page table updating operation. The results show that 2.65% overall overhead is introduced on the execution of rich OS. In addition, we evaluate the overhead on the operations that involves frequent page table updating, i.e., the system booting and application loading. It shows the overall loading overhead for both kernel and applications is less than 10% in all evaluation scenarios. The evaluation details can be found in Appendix B.

**7 DISCUSSION**

Besides ARM TrustZone, the technologies such as *Software Guard Extensions (SGX)* [45] and virtualization [10] have also been adopted to construct IEEs for protecting the security-sensitive applications against malicious OS. In this section, we show that SGX is immune to CITM attacks by design, and the virtualization-based IEE systems are more difficult to be attacked.

**SGX-based Solutions.** In the SGX-based solutions [13, 20, 24, 53], the IEEs (also called enclave in SGX) are constructed in the user space of an untrusted OS. When an enclave is setup, a specific memory region named *enclave page cache (EPC)* is allocated for it. The sensitive data is only processed and stored in the EPC pages. The SGX-based IEE solutions are immune to the CITM attacks since the hardware-based security measures enforced on the EPC pages. First, the EPC pages and corresponding cache lines are only accessible when the processor is running in the *enclave* mode, i.e., when an enclave is being executed. Second, each physical EPC page could be allocated to only one enclave, i.e., the EPC pages allocated for any two enclaves are not overlapped [13]. The former prevents the direct manipulation on the cache lines of the EPC pages from malicious OS, and the later deters the indirect attacks through manipulating the EPC pages’ cache lines from another crafted enclave.

**Virtualization-based Solutions.** In the virtualization-based IEE solutions [19, 22, 33, 34, 41, 43, 44, 57], the hypervisor is assumed to be secure and the memory is managed through a two-stage address translation mechanism. The stage-1 translation translates a virtual address (VA) to an intermediate physical address (IPA), and the stage-2 translation translates the IPA further to a real physical address (PA). The stage-2 translation is achieved in the hypervisor, which usually provides well protection on the IEE memory by controlling the IPA-to-PA page table mappings (e.g., ensuring separated physical memory regions are allocated for the IEE and rich OS). Although the attackers can manipulate the VA-to-IPA mappings, they can hardly control the access to the real PAs without compromising the hypervisor. Therefore, it is difficult to launch CITM attacks on the virtualization-based IEE solutions, where the cache lines of the IEE memory are indexed through real PAs.

Though the SGX and virtualization based solutions are more secure against the CITM attacks, they have their own limitations. First, the SGX technique is only available on the Intel platforms, but most mobile devices are equipped with the ARM processors. Second, the virtualization-based solutions rely on a trusted hypervisor in the normal world as the reference monitor, which may also be
compromised [12, 16, 46]. In this paper, we focus on the TrustZone-based IEE systems that rely on a small-sized IEE monitor in the secure world to protect the security-sensitive applications against untrusted OS and hypervisor in the normal world. The attacking target of CITM is the IEEs running in the normal world, while the secure world (e.g., the IEE monitor) is immune to CITM since the associated cache is secure cache, which could not be manipulated in the normal world. Also, CITM is ineffective when the system works in the monitor mode (i.e., Execution Level 3), since the processor will be automatically configured to execute in the secure mode by hardware once it enters the monitor mode [4].

8 RELATED WORK

There is a line of research works using ARM TrustZone extension [17] to protect security-sensitive resources against untrusted OS. In general, they can be divided into two categories, i.e., protecting the sensitive resources directly in the secure world, or protecting the sensitive resources in the normal world through a reference monitor running in the secure world. Traditional Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) systems usually follow the first implementation model, i.e., implementing the security-sensitive applications as TAs in the secure world, including OP-TEE [48], Qualcomm’s QSEE [29], Huawei’s Secure OS [35] and Samsung’s KNOX [26] etc. Research works such as TrustShadow [31], TrustOTP [54], TEEv [40], PrOS [39], Trusted Language Runtime (TLR) [50], CaSE [59], Komodo [27], SecTEE [61], MIPE [18] etc. also fall into the first category. For example, Komodo [27] and SecTEE [61] implement a SGX-like system in the secure world. PrOS [39] constructs multiple isolated TEEs in the secure world. TrustOTP [54] provides trusted one-time password functions in the secure world. Trusted Language Runtime (TLR) [50] ensures the confidentiality and integrity of the .NET mobile applications by deploying their code and security-sensitive application components in the secure world. Since cache lines accessed in the secure world are secure, these systems are secure for the CITM attacks. However, they increase the TCB by introducing partial or entire execution codes into secure world.

There are two groups of solutions to protect the sensitive resources in the normal world. The first group is the IEE systems such as SANCTUARY [14], Ginseng [25] and TrustICE [55], which are proposed to protect the third-party security-sensitive applications. As depicted in our paper, they are vulnerable to the CITM attacks. The second group includes the solutions such as TZ-RKP [11], SPROBES [28] and SecReT [38] etc., which shield only certain specific data/codes rather than third-party applications. For example, TZ-RKP [11] and SPROBES [28] focus on protecting the critical kernel codes. SecReT [38] constructs a secure cross-domain communication channel with the help of TZ-RKP [11]. They achieve the data protection through interposing the page table updating operations and preventing the malicious OS from manipulating the cache and memory associated with the sensitive data/codes. Therefore, they are immune to the CITM attacks.

Besides ARM TrustZone, the virtualization technology has also been widely adopted to protect the sensitive resources. Solutions such as OSP [22], PrivateZone [36], vTZ [34] and TFence [37] target at the ARM platforms. The former three schemes focus on constructing the IEEs, and TFence [37] utilizes the hypervisor to create a secure cross-domain communication channel between applications and the TEE. The virtualization technology is also frequently used to protect the security-sensitive data on the x86 platforms. For example, Flicker [44], TrustVisor [43], InkTag [35] and Miniboxx [41] protect the security-sensitive data in an IEE constructed through hypervisor. Overshadow [19] protects the security-sensitive applications by illustrating different memory views for the applications and malicious OS, respectively. CloudVisor [57] uses a similar idea to protect virtual machines in the cloud platform. NickLE [49] achieves the real-time integrity protection of kernel codes. The Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [45] technology has also been adopted in many solutions to secure the security-sensitive applications [13, 20, 24, 53] on the Intel platforms. As discussed in Section 7, both hardware-assisted virtualization and SGX based solutions are more secure against the CITM attacks.

Researchers also investigate on how the cache may be manipulated in developing various cache-based attacks. For instance, cache-based side-channel attacks have been developed on both ARM platforms [21, 32, 42, 60] and Intel platforms [15, 30, 47, 51]. Also, CacheKit [58] can hide malicious codes in the normal world and bypass the detection of both the secure and normal worlds since the values of cache in two worlds can be different even they are mapped to the same physical address. We focus on attacking the IEE systems through the incoherence between cache and main memory.

9 CONCLUSIONS

ARM TrustZone extension has been widely adopted in the IEE systems, which constructs a secure IEE in the normal world against malicious OS. However, existing IEE systems focus more on protecting the memory, while the security of corresponding cache has not been well studied. In the paper, we first summarize the data protection measures enforced in the IEE systems into two generic models. After performing a comprehensive investigation of the cache features on the ARM platforms, we identify three Cache-in-the-Middle (CITM) attacks which might compromise both data protection models enforced in the IEE systems. To illustrate how to exploit them on real hardware testbeds, we conduct three case studies on three well-known IEE systems. After analyzing the primary reason for the CITM attacks (i.e., the incoherence between memory and cache), we propose a defense scheme to defeat them. The experimental results show that a small overhead is introduced by our defense system.
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A SHAREABILITY ATTRIBUTE ON ARM PROCESSORS

We conduct a series of experiments to better understand the impacts of the shareability attribute on the non-secure L1 data caches [5]. We conduct the experiments on the i.MX6Quad Sabre development board, which equips with a quad-core ARM Cortex-A9 processor running at 1.2GHz and 1GB DDR3 SDRAM. Since the board has only one cluster, the inner shareability domain is equal to the outer shareability domain. In other words, the inner shareable has the same effect as the outer shareable. Since the shareability attribute is utilized to enforce value coherence when the same data is accessed by multiple cores, we make all four cores access the same physical memory (hereinafter referred to as test memory). We make all cores run in the normal world, so that the L1 cache accessed by them will all be non-secure. To eliminate the potential impacts on L1 cache introduced through L2 cache and memory, we disable the L2 cache and set the test memory as secure memory. We opt to set the test memory as secure rather than utilizing the memory isolation scheme in SANCTUARY, since the scheme is only simulated through the ARM Fast Models virtualization tools and is not achievable on the actual development boards. To prevent the raising of external abort due to accessing secure memory from the normal world, we set the test memory as write-back, write-allocate and all other memory as non-cacheable. As such, the writing of test memory will be buffered and locked in the L1 cache, and will not be synchronized to memory. The test memory and the corresponding L1 data cache are all initialized to zero.

Table 1: L1 Cache When Enabling Shareable Attribute

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shareability Attribute of the Cores</th>
<th>Value on the Core's L1 Data Cache After Writing 0xffff to Core_0</th>
<th>Value on the Core's L1 Data Cache After Writing 0xdddd to Core_1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core_0 (Shareable)</td>
<td>0xffff</td>
<td>0xdddd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core_1 (Shareable)</td>
<td>0xffff</td>
<td>0xdddd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core_2 (Shareable)</td>
<td>0xffff</td>
<td>0xdddd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core_3 (Shareable)</td>
<td>0xffff</td>
<td>0xdddd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: L1 Cache When Disabling Shareable Attribute

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shareability Attribute of the Cores</th>
<th>Value on the Core's L1 Data Cache After Writing 0xffff to Core_0</th>
<th>Value on the Core's L1 Data Cache After Writing 0xdddd to Core_1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core_0 (Non-shareable)</td>
<td>0xffff</td>
<td>0xdddd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core_1 (Shareable)</td>
<td>0x00</td>
<td>0xdddd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core_2 (Shareable)</td>
<td>0x00</td>
<td>0xdddd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core_3 (Shareable)</td>
<td>0x00</td>
<td>0xdddd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We first investigate the impacts of data coherency when enabling the shareability attribute. Specifically, we set the test memory as shareable for all the four cores. Then, we store (i.e., write) 0xffff to core_0’s L1 data cache mapping to test memory, and load (i.e., read) L1 data cache of each core addressed through test memory. As illustrated in Table 1, value 0xffff on core_0’s L1 data cache is synchronized to the other three cores. Thereafter, we store 0xdddd to core_1’s L1 data cache, and find all cores’ L1 data caches are synchronized again. It shows that the data on one core’s L1 data cache could be leaked out to and manipulated by another core, when the two cores run in the normal world and the corresponding memory is set as shareable for both cores. Table 2 illustrates the results obtained by disabling the shareability attribute. Particularly, we modify the test memory’s cache attribute as non-shareable (i.e., inner&outer non-shareable) for core_0 and repeat the experiment. It shows that data on the core’s L1 data cache could not be leaked out to or manipulated by another core, when the corresponding memory is set as non-shareable for that core.

To set different cache attributes for multiple cores when accessing the same physical memory region (i.e., the test memory), we construct four page table entries, which map to the same physical memory region and define different cache attributes for this physical memory region. After assigning one entry to each core, the four cores can access the same memory region with different cache attributes.

B EVALUATION OF THE DEFENSE SYSTEM

We evaluate the overhead introduced by our defense system based on the prototype implemented on the i.MX6Quad SABRE development board, which is equipped with a quad-core ARM Cortex-A9 processor running at 1.2GHz with 1GB DDR3 SDRAM. To minimize the noise in the experiments, we run each test with 1,000 iterations and report the average.

We first explore the overhead on security-sensitive applications due to the enforced cache attributes. Particularly, we run an AES encryption application in one IEE, and evaluate its execution time when the memory is configured with different cache attributes. In Table 3, the default configuration for most memory region is shown in the second column, where S, WB, WA, With L1&L2 means setting the cache attributes as shareable, inner write-back write-allocate, outer write-back write-allocate. The attributes enforced by our defense system are shown in the fourth column, where non-S, WT, non-WA, Without L2 represents non-shareable, inner write-through non write-allocate, outer non-cacheable. The cache attributes illustrated in the third column are similar to the ones in our defense system, but with L2 cache enabled. The experimental results show that our defense system introduces around 90% overhead comparing to the default setting, and it is mainly caused by disabling L2 cache. We also observe that for the IEE systems that disable the L2 cache for protection (e.g., SANCTUARY), our defense system only introduces negligible additional overhead.

Table 3: AES Encryption Time (in Milliseconds)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payload (Bytes)</th>
<th>S, WB, WA, With L1&amp;L2</th>
<th>non-S, WT, non-WA, With L1&amp;L2</th>
<th>non-S, WT, non-WA, Without L2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4096</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>28.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"S, WB, WA, With L1&L2": shareable, inner write-back write-allocate, outer write-back write-allocate;
"non-S, WT, non-WA, With L1&L2": non-shareable, inner write-through non write-allocate, outer write-through non write-allocate;
"non-S, WT, non-WA, Without L2": non-shareable, inner write-through non write-allocate, outer non-cacheable.

Since the i.MX6Quad board has only one cluster, shareable is equal to inner shareable or outer shareable.
Then, we evaluate the overhead on the rich OS introduced by the additional cross-domain context switches enforced on each page table updating operation. We first study the overall overhead through a comprehensive benchmark suite, i.e., AnTuTu 2.9.4 [3]. It measures the performance in integer computation, float point operation, 2D and 3D graphic rendering etc. The results are illustrated in Table 4, which shows 2.65% overall overhead is introduced on the execution of rich OS. The primary reason for the 17.74% overhead on the Database I/O operations is the need of building a mass of page table mappings when copying data from the disk to the memory.

Table 4: Benchmark Results on Rich OS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Item</th>
<th>Protection Disabled</th>
<th>Protection Enabled</th>
<th>Overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>2.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU Integer</td>
<td>698</td>
<td>692</td>
<td>0.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU Float-point</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>0.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2D Graphics</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>0.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D Graphics</td>
<td>861</td>
<td>852</td>
<td>1.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database I/O</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>17.74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD Card Write</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>5.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD Card Read</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>2.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3428</td>
<td>3337</td>
<td>2.65%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also evaluate the overhead on the operations that involves frequent page table updating, i.e., the system booting and application loading. As illustrated in Table 5, the test item Kernel records the loading time from the hardware booting to the starting of the init process. Android Home refers to the initialization time of the Android Launcher process. We also test the loading time of four Android applications, including Calculator, Calendar, Music and Settings. Overall, the loading overhead for both kernel and applications is less than 10% in all evaluation scenarios.

Table 5: Loading Time Results on Rich OS (in Seconds)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Item</th>
<th>Protection Disabled</th>
<th>Protection Enabled</th>
<th>Overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kernel</td>
<td>22.26</td>
<td>23.71</td>
<td>6.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android Home</td>
<td>87.42</td>
<td>89.81</td>
<td>2.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculator</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>6.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calendar</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>6.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>8.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Settings</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>4.77%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>